
 
 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 In this chapter, the researcher appears the conclusion based on 

the analysis which contains violation maxim and give a best further 

research for the next researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

 The researcher was analyzed the whole data by using the 

Gricean violation maxim, and now give sums up the conclusion as 

follows: 

1. This movie is a real life siatuation movie, as other 

movies, the characters in it have a conversation who 

violated the maxim. The researcher was analyze the 

movie and finding eleven conversation data who 

violated the gricean maxim, there was found three data 

in quantity maxim and four data in quality maxim also 

they are as the frequently violation occured in this 

movie, whereas the other violations; relevance maxim 

and manner violation only found two data. 



 
 

2. The characters of Home Alone 5 movie frequently 

violated all the Gricean maxims and it have several 

reasons, in quantity maxim, they did violate because 

they want to give a more explain about the reality 

happens in the time, although its unimportant for 

interlocutor, however its enough makes viewer be easily 

understand in the discussion. Then, In quality maxim, 

the characters did violate because they tend to give a 

false information about the truely condition also be 

trying to protect another sibling. While in relevance 

maxim, the speakers did violate because they want to 

hide the actual happens and they feel confused what 

must they said in order to reply the conversation. And 

the last is manner maxim, the speaker did violate the 

maxim because give an ambigous statements also do not 

want to give an actual happens in order to save the 

interlocutor feelings. 

3. The reality of this research is so far from what Grice 

said. He said that “The communication will be a failure 



 
 

if that is flouted or violated”. In other hand, the result of 

this research proven that the communication will not be 

a breakdown if the maxim is violated. 

B. Suggestion 

For teachers : 

 In learning daily activities on class, we face the students 

who have unique characteristic of learning style to gain 

knowledge. Whether they are as visual learning style, or audio 

learning style, even audio visual learning style. Watching movie 

is one of the way for students to gain more knowledge in every 

subject especially in pragmatics field. 

For students : 

 The research suggest to everyone who has interest to 

pragmatics field, especially anyone who has learning problems 

to understand more deeply through learning in class or read a 

book, this way is so suitable for typical person who has audio 

visual learning style also can be a watching a similar type of this 

movie, such as talk show and sports event. 



 
 

For other researchers : 

  This movie is needed to interpret more in depth in other 

discussions in pragmatics field. Causing of this movie depicts a 

real life situation and surely it has many conversations inside 

also has many gaps to be researched. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


